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About	
  
The American Military Partner Association (www.MilitaryPartners.org) is the nation’s premier
support and resource network for the partners/spouses of LGBT servicemembers and veterans.
Founded and led by the same-sex partners and spouses of servicemembers, AMPA was launched
originally in 2009 as the “Campaign for Military Partners” sponsored by Servicemembers
United. This first-of-its-kind initiative grew substantially over the course of the ensuing two
years and graduated to become the American Military Partner Association on September 20,
2011 – the day that the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” law was officially repealed.

Summary	
  of	
  Benefits	
  
The American Military Partner Association prepared a Benefits Guide to assist lesbian, gay, and
bisexual (LGB) servicemembers and their families by discussing benefits available to current
servicemembers and their families. Accompanying that Guide, the American Military Partner
Association also prepared this Summary of Benefits to show lawmakers the inequalities LGB
servicemembers and their families still face. LGB servicemembers and their families remain
unable to receive all military benefits while serving together with their unit’s heterosexual
servicemembers and their opposite-sex spouses.
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Introduction	
  
The Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell (DADT) repeal emphasized that sexual orientation would be a
nonissue in the military. The U.S. Army issued a statement accompanying the DADT Repeal
explaining that Army regulations and policies will be applied “uniformly without regard to
sexual orientation, which is a personal and private matter.”4 Additionally, the DAD Repeal
recommended excluding sexual orientation as a class eligible for diversity programs (such as
race, religion, etc…).5
Yet the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) defines marriages between opposite-sex
partners,6 thereby preventing the military from recognizing LGB military families. As such,
while the military supports military families, sexual orientation is not a nonissue when it comes
to the military’s treatment of military families. Thus, because the military cannot recognize
same-sex marriages, LGB military families do not receive the same financial and social support
as other military families despite the military’s claims to apply its policies “without regard to
sexual orientation.”7 This tension between DADT’s repeal and DOMA will remain until the
Defense of Marriage Act is repealed. Only once governments recognizes same-sex marriages
will the military be able to make sexual-orientation a nonissue and support the families of all
servicemembers.

Defense	
  of	
  Marriage	
  Act	
  
Both the federal and state governments both regulate marriage. The federal Defense of
Marriage Act (DOMA) prohibits the federal government from recognizing same-sex marriages.8
DOMA defines “the word ‘marriage’ [as] only a legal union between one man and one woman as
husband and wife, and the word ‘spouse’ [as] only to a person of the opposite sex who is a
husband or a wife.”9 Additionally, DOMA provides that there is no requirement for a state to
recognize a same-sex marriage performed elsewhere.10 In 2004, DOMA prevented same-sex
spouses from receiving 1138 federal benefits contingent on marital status.11 DOMA remains the
law, although several law suits have challenged DOMA’s constitutionality.12
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Currently, ten states permit same-sex marriage (Connecticut, Washington D.C., Iowa,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Vermont, and Washington).13
Seven states (California, Delaware, Hawai’i, Illinois, Nevada, New Jersey, and Oregon) allow
civil unions or domestic partnerships which are equivalent to marriage.14 Two states (New
Mexico and Rhode Island) have no formal laws either recognizing or prohibiting same-sex
marriage, although Rhode Island recognizes same-sex marriages performed elsewhere.15 The
remaining states do not recognize same-sex marriage.

Benefits	
  Overview	
  
Although it is hard to believe in today’s military, the military only reluctantly approved of its
servicemembers marrying until recently.16 Following the 1973 elimination of the draft17 the
military realized that maintaining an active duty force required providing for and accommodating
the families of servicemembers.18 This resulted in the quip that the military enlists
servicemembers but reenlists families.19 As a result, the military now provides a variety of
benefits to servicemembers and their families. Indeed, the DADT Working Group recognized
that “benefits cover many aspects of day-to-day life.”20
Military benefits available are divided into three categories:
1) Benefits designated by servicemembers or “member-designated” benefits;
2) Benefits triggered by marriage; and
3) Benefits designated by military regulations.

Benefits	
  Designated	
  by	
  Servicemembers	
  
The first category of military benefits is benefits designated by servicemembers or “memberdesignated” benefits. Servicemembers have discretion to name the beneficiary and may designate
any individual, including same-sex partners, for the following benefits: beneficiary of insurance
payments; receipt from some G.I. Bill benefits; beneficiary of Thrift-Savings plans, retirement
annuities, or any unpaid pay or allowance; and hospital visitation. DOMA does not affect
benefits designated by servicemembers.
13
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Benefits	
  Triggered	
  by	
  Marriage	
  
The second category of military benefits is benefits triggered by marriage. As described above,
the federal government does not recognize same-sex marriages. This prevents same-sex spouses
of LGB servicemembers from receiving the following benefits: Basic Allowance for Housing
(BAH) with the “With Dependants” Rate; Family Separation Allowance; military ID Cards;21
Morale, Welfare, and Recreation Programs; relocation and transportation; employment and
education for spouses; including the Military Spouse Career Advancement Accounts which
provide up to $2,000 a year to military spouses;22 and family advocacy and spousal abuse
services.23

Benefits	
  Designated	
  by	
  Military	
  Regulations	
  
The third category of military benefits is benefits designated by military regulations. Congress
has not limited these benefits to preclude same-sex partners, but current regulations do not
extend to same-sex partners.24 These benefits include: military family housing; free legal
services by military legal assistance officers; programs provided by family services; shopping at
commissaries and exchanges; joint duty assignments; spousal privileges in court martial;25 and
relocation and command sponsored status. As a result, marital status remains the de facto
determinant of whether servicemembers and their families are eligible for these benefits. Thus,
like the category of benefits triggered by marriage, DOMA prohibits the military from providing
these benefits to LGB military families.
The DADT Working Group recommended the Department of Defense review this
category to determine what benefits could become member-designated benefits.26 Nevertheless,
the Working Group also recommended against redefining “dependent” to include committed
same-sex partners of LGB servicemembers because this would be difficult to administer and
doing so would create inequality between unmarried, committed same-sex couples and
unmarried, committed opposite-sex couples.27 This prevents same-sex couples from living
together on-post, which impacts the careers of senior LGB servicemembers who are eligible for
Key & Essential positions (such as senior command) which require servicemembers to live on
post.28
The Working Group also recognized how DOMA will also affect same-sex spouses of
LGB servicemembers. Some overseas duty locations allow servicemembers to bring their
21
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dependents.29 However, agreements between host nations and the United States were written to
exclude same-sex partners from receiving the protections for civilians who accompany
servicemembers.30 Similarly, the military does not recognize same-sex marriage for
consideration in assigning dual-career, same-sex military couples to the same area.31

Additional	
  Information	
  
States’ Recognition
As previously noted, states vary their recognition of same-sex marriages. This affects the ability
of servicemembers to marry or divorce depending on their state of domicile or the state where
they are based. Currently, the military permits chaplains to authorize a same-sex ceremony on
post if the base is in a state that recognizes same-sex marriages.32
Uniform Code of Military Justice
The military’s inability to recognize same-sex marriages means that the military cannot
prosecute LGB servicemembers for certain charges under the Uniform Code of Military Justice
(UCMJ), such as adultery and wrongful cohabitation, which include marriage as an element of
the charge. The military’s inability to charge LGB servicemembers for UCMJ violations that can
be charged against heterosexual servicemembers shows how the military is unable to make
sexual-orientation a nonissue.33
Symbolism
The military distinguishes between boyfriends and girlfriends and spouses; spouses are “taken
more seriously when [they’re the] wife, compared to the girlfriend.”34 The inability to recognize
same-sex marriages implies same-sex spouses are second-class, although they make the same
sacrifices as opposite-sex spouses. Even using services available to all spouses, such as attending
a unit’s family readiness group meeting, shows the inequalities: opposite sex spouses can arrive
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from their on-post house or easily get on base by showing their military ID card; these benefits
are unavailable to same-sex spouses.

Conclusion	
  
The DADT repeal was suppose to make sexual orientation a nonissue in the military. Yet the
military’s use of marriage to trigger benefits and services, means that sexual orientation is not a
nonissue when it comes to the military’s treatment of military families. Thus, because DOMA
prevents the military from recognizing same-sex marriages, LGB military families do not receive
the same financial and social support as other military families. This will remain until lawmakers
repeal the Defense of Marriage Act.
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